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LinkDaddy offers genuine link building

services to small business owners, helping

their websites compete more on search

engine ranking.

UNITED STATES, May 21, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- While businesses

are increasingly realizing that acquiring

more genuine links for their websites is

important, it is also getting more

difficult to acquire genuine and high-

relevancy backlinks. As an SEO

strategy, broken link building and cold

outreach are proving to be inefficient.

As link building gets more saturated

and with traditional backlinking

methods providing little ROI, business

owners need a trustworthy backlink

building service that provides an SEO

boost without the need to spend more

advertising dollars.

LinkDaddy provides one such

comprehensive backlink service that

includes – DoFollow backlinks, Business listing backlinks, Aggressive Tier 1 backlinks, and Google

Stack backlinks.

46% of businesses allocate up to $10,000 or more from the marketing budget to link-building

exercises and nearly 35% of companies allocate more than $1000 per month for their link-

building efforts. The reason is easy to understand – a site with a healthy and expanding backlink

profile has every chance of finding the top position on the search engine results page. However,

the costs can become overwhelming and unsustainable for many, especially the smaller

businesses.

LinkDaddy provides a more affordable solution by helping sites develop a solid backlink profile in

a rather shorter period without the need to manage any ad campaigns. For instance, the

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.linkdaddy.shop/
https://linkdaddy.shop/products/free-trial/


This is an invaluable service

to SEO teams and managers

who know how to properly

use Link Building services

for boosting rankings.”

Shriram Iyer

LinkDaddy Google Stack Backlinking service utilizes

existing Google assets of a business, like Google Sites,

Blogger, Docs, Sheets, Forms, and Slides. All these assets

contain the company information and are made public,

linking back to the main website. By using Google’s own

assets and using them like authoritative domains, this

LinkDaddy gig helps businesses quickly power up their

linking profile, giving them a higher chance of getting

indexed, crawled, and ranked better.

Building a backlink profile is not easy because link-building trends keep changing. While a few

might provide fantastic results for a few weeks, some might not create any impact. More

importantly, many link-building tools sold online don’t deliver at all in the longer run. This is why

businesses need SEO experts who can keep up with how search engines interpret backlinks,

differentiating the developing and mainstream trends from the upcoming, more disruptive

trends.

The LinkDaddy team is up to date with the latest in backlink industry trends to boost link

acquisition and retention and to ensure maximum impact. The idea is to deliver a domain

authority score boost that is sustained over a period without any risk of getting spammed.

Despite fresh and authoritative content being one of the most recommended ways to boost

backlinking and bring organic traffic to a website, there are lots of efforts that don’t get rewarded

right away. LinkDaddy business backlinks for citations present a solution to this problem. This gig

ensures that a business website gets quick, effective, and genuine backlinks. For building this link

strategy, the business owner does not need to spend indefinitely and there is no risk of being

penalized by Google. This helps to control the cost, not requiring a business owner to

continuously invest in creating and publishing content copies.

At all times, the LinkDaddy team ensures that it lines up only top-quality backlinks, checking

them for HTTPS security, strong organic traffic, and niche relevancy, staying away from sites that

have a history of Google penalization or have had any run-ins with a link farm or a PBN.

This reinstates the fact that a business owner should not look at link building as a one-time

exercise. This is an ongoing activity that helps to create, nourish, and multiply more backlinks,

with an emphasis on maintaining high niche relevancy. The website gets more domain boost if

the backlinking strategy ensures building DoFollow backlinks to the targeted website. While the

speed at which this is done can vary, the consistency of the work matters. There are some digital

agencies out there that provide bulk linking but very quickly, the backlinks are lost, and many

turn out to be spammy, bringing down the overall domain authority.

LinkDaddy offers a premium, DoFollow SEO backlinking service that can provide a URL up to



300+ niche-authority backlinks with the assurance of more than 95% generic anchor text with

DoFollow backlinks. The gig offers the freedom to link to the home page URL or any of the inner

website pages, and even the product page of an eCommerce store.

A website must have good, engaging content but even more important is the regularity of

refreshing the content, embedded with trending and evergreen keywords if the blogging is to

bring about a boost in relevant backlinking. Google is attracted to high-quality organic content

and the website blog presents an excellent way of publishing it. While small business owners

realize the worth of blogs being the organic link magnet, they often don’t have the resources to

maintain a blog. Think of local contractors like roofers and plumbers whose websites aren’t often

updated and seldom refreshed with new content. This can be a major restriction for link-building

efforts.

LinkDaddy offers help to such business owners with its Aggressive Tier 1 backlinking service for

the big-money keywords. The gig has proven effective for service providers who can offer

sufficient, if not excessive, branded URL anchor text. Using this gig, business websites get a kick

in their placement in the SERPs. This is further boosted with the LinkDaddy PR service. Here, a

team of PR specialists crafts a press release that is then published and shared across relevant

news wires and content distribution networks that help to bring in genuine traffic, adding to a

website’s niche-authority backlink profile.

A large portion of all clicks go to organic search whereas PPC ads deliver click volumes at a cost

that continues to vary. While businesses continue to spend on Google Ads, few realize that the

bigger gains are heavily biased towards organic search success. Yes, getting a website ranked is

not a short-term or cheap affair but if done via an agency that can offer long-term affordability

and consistency, the results can be highly rewarding. Getting even close to the first few results

can bring about a massive boost in online traffic and genuine queries for service businesses that

thrive on getting queries from the targeted demographic.

LinkDaddy provides the type of long-term collaboration that a business owner might seek to

establish the website in the top tier of organic search results for a pool of keywords. The digital

agency offers competitive packages that should be relevant for smaller businesses as well as

medium-sized enterprises.

Many businesses thrive due to the local catchment where neighborhoods, communities, and

nearby locations call upon them. Typical examples include dentists and plumbers. Such local

businesses need more backlinks from genuine online directories that help their business details,

like a phone number or email ID, to appear in local searches. Google’s consumer insight reports

indicate that people making local searches tend to follow up with a high-intent query or might

even visit the store. LinkDaddy's backlinking strategy includes the use of local directories, blogs,

newsrooms, and content distribution networks that create more visibility across local search

results.



About LinkDaddy

Based out of Miami, Florida, LinkDaddy is a White Label SEO services provider. The company

provides effective search engine optimization strategies & solutions to create more online

engagement for a brand. Whether it is a neighborhood business that wants to feature higher up

in the local search results or a startup pursuing a better ranking for its YouTube videos,

LinkDaddy provides customized packages for all SEO requirements. The agency provides end-to-

end backlinking services that include tier 1 backlinks, do-follow backlinks, Google Stack backlinks,

local SEO backlinks, and mass page website backlinks. Business owners can ask for LinkDaddy’s

domain power booster services with the confidence of legitimate, white hat SEO practices only.

With access to one of the world’s biggest niche blog networks, LinkDaddy can boost the

relevance of web pages and other digital assets, helping business websites rank higher for

different keywords and targeted locations. At all times, customers can opt for a no-obligation,

zero-cost Free Trial to understand the ethical link-building services and the different service

packages.
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